introduced component additive games which are cooperative TU games that arise by imposing an order on the player set. Further, they introduced the t-rule which allocates a core element to each component additive game.
I Introduction
Component additive games are first introduced in Curiel, Potters, Prasad, Tijs and Veltman (1993) . For these games Curiel, Potters, Prasad, Tijs and Veltman (1994) showed that the t-rule, which is the average of the marginal vector of payoffs described by a and the marginal vector described by o --a, is a coreelement of the corresponding a component additive game. Potters and Reijnierse (1993) showed that for a particular class of games, that contains the class of component additive games, the bargaining set coincides with its core and the kernel consists of the nucleolus only.
Restricted games are cooperative games where the collection of feasible coalitions is restricted. Myerson (1977) and Owen (1986) considered restricted games that arose from communication situations. Faigle (1989) studied the core of a restricted game. He gives a generalization for the well-known Shapley-Bondareva theorem. Kuipers (1994) introduced a nucleolus for restricted games. This restricted nucleolus is an example of the general nucleolus for TU games introduced by Maschler, Potters and Tijs (1992).
I. Curiel et al.
This paper focuses on restricted games of component additive games that arise from the family of head-tail coalitions. This family, denoted by Yf, consists of the coalitions {1 .... , i} or {i + 1,..., n}, 1 _< i _< n -1 if the given order a is 1 M 2 -<-'--< n. There are several arguments to consider restricted component additive game. For component additive games the nucleolus can be calculated easily, in fact the fl-rule coincides with the nucleolus. This implies for the class of sequencing games (cf. Curiel, Pederzoli and Tijs (!989)), which is a subclass of component additive games, that the solution concept called the Equal Gain Splitting rule can be characterized as the nucleolus of the corresponding restricted component additive games. Further, restricted component additive games can be seen as an example of restricted games with a bounded core (cf. Derks and Reijnierse (1993)).
For the class of head-tail restricted games we characterize the extreme points of the corresponding restricted core. Further, it is shown that the fl-rule is in the barycenter of the corresponding restricted core. The main result will be that the fi-value coincide with the nucleolus of this restricted game.
Component Additive Games
This section describes the class of a-component additive games and recalls the definition of the fl-rule. Further, we consider the class of restricted games corresponding to the family of head-tail coalitions.
A cooperative game is a pair (N, v) where N is a finite set of players and v is a 
